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Introduction

Over the years, small to midsized businesses have
pieced together a patchwork of applications to
run their operations. From accounting to order
ŻƊƁƭƁƁƂźƃƉƉƄƈŶƁźƈŶƃŹƂŶƇƀźƉžƃżŶƋźƃźƇŶŷƁź
hairball of applications exists across millions of
small to midsized business. This infrastructure will
not enable rapidly developing businesses to sustain
and accelerate expansion.
ūžźŸžƃżƉƄżźƉŽźƇƋŶƇžƄƊƈŶƅƅƁžŸŶƉžƄƃƈƉƄźƬźŸƉžƋźƁƎ
run your business is inadequate. This approach
lacks many of the capabilities that developing
businesses need and provides minimal real-time
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visibility into essential business information.
Unfortunately, this strategy results in companies
trying to expand by adding even more systems
ƄƇŶƅƅƁžŸŶƉžƄƃƈŻƄƇƈƅźŸžƭŸƅƊƇƅƄƈźƈ1ƌŽžŸŽ
ƄŻƉźƃŶƇźƃ(ƉžƃƉźżƇŶƉźŹƌžƉŽźŶŸŽƄƉŽźƇ1ŶƃŹƂŶƎ
ƇźƋžƈźƄƇŶƱźƂƅƉƉƄŶƊƉƄƂŶƉźŸźƇƉŶžƃŷƊƈžƃźƈƈ
processes. This application hairball results in a level
of complexity that’s rife with manual tasks and
ŷƄƱƁźƃźŸƀƈžƃŸƇźŶƈźƈƇžƈƀƈŶƃŹźƇƇƄƇƈŶƃŹŸŶƃ
hurt the customer experience. In fact, it hinders
scalability and in some cases, it can result in the
death of a once vibrant company.
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CHAPTER 1

Five Triggers That Indicate Systems and
Applications are Failing Your Business

Running complex business processes across areas
ƈƊŸŽŶƈƭƃŶƃŸžŶƁƂŶƃŶżźƂźƃƉƇźƋźƃƊźƂŶƃŶżźƂźƃƉ
ƭƍźŹŶƈƈźƉƈƅƇƄŸƊƇźƂźƃƉƄƇŹźƇƂŶƃŶżźƂźƃƉ
billing, inventory management, services delivery
and more is not possible with multiple systems and
applications, from a simple general ledger solution
patched together with a web store, warehouse
management application and a customer
support system, this solution simply will not support
your developing company and business processes.
Moving to a single, integrated cloud-based system
žƈŶŷźƱźƇƈƄƁƊƉžƄƃ2ŶƈƉŽźƆƊƄƉźƈƉŽŶƉŻƄƁƁƄƌžƃŹžŸŶƉź3
but companies may not recognize signs that an
application hairball is limiting the business due to
manual processes, errors and lack of real-time data
and visibility to make important business decisions.
ţźƇźŶƇźƭƋźƉƇžżżźƇƈƉŽŶƉƈźƇƋźŶƈƇźŹƮŶżƈ

,W¶VGLɤFXOWWR¿QGRXWZKDW¶VUHDOO\
KDSSHQLQJDFURVVWKHEXVLQHVVLQUHDOWLPH
Most systems are designed for an era when
companies could wait until the end of the month to
żźƉƉŽźŹŶƉŶƉŽźƎƃźźŹůŽŶƉ(ƈƃƄƉƉŽźŸŶƈźƉƄŹŶƎ1
consolidated views and up-to-the-minute reporting
ŸŶƃƂŶƀźƉŽźŹžƬźƇźƃŸźŷźƉƌźźƃƉŽƇžƋžƃżŶƃŹ
barely surviving.
Small teams at a single location can sometimes
get by without a fully automated system because
they are close enough to the action. But as a
company begins to expand or takes on new
locations, the information that has to be exchanged
increases exponentially.
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Additionally, the data needed for timely and
accurate business decisions is buried within
multiple systems from sales force automation
system, inventory management applications and
customer service systems.
Here are several symptoms that your management
ƇźƅƄƇƉžƃżžƈƃ(ƉƂźźƉžƃżƉŽźƄƇżŶƃžƏŶƉžƄƃ(ƈƃźźŹƈ
• Team members waste time playing “Hunt for
the Spreadsheet”. Businesses inevitably reach a
stage where employees rely on spreadsheets to
ƭƁƁƉŽźžƃŻƄƇƂŶƉžƄƃżŶƅƈžƃŸźŹŶƉŶƁžƋźƈžƃƂƊƁƉžƅƁź
systems. People end up spending more time
hunting for data than actually analyzing it and
making decisions.
• Management reports are error-prone and outof-date. As businesses scale, they may use
multiple manual processes to augment a lessthan-optimum infrastructure. They may rekey
ƈŶƁźƈƄƇŹźƇƈžƃƉƄƉŽźžƇƭƃŶƃŸžŶƁƈƎƈƉźƂƇźŸƄƃŸžƁź
customer information manually or manage SKUs
across multiple systems. Reporting errors are
inevitable and decisions are often made based on
out-of-date, incomplete or inaccurate information.
• Reports take too long to run. With multiple
ƈƎƈƉźƂƈžƉ(ƈźŶƈƎƉƄŽžƉƅźƇŻƄƇƂŶƃŸźŷƄƱƁźƃźŸƀƈ
ŷƊƉƈƄƁƋžƃżƉŽźƂžƈƂƄƇźŹžƯŸƊƁƉŲŽźƃƇźƅƄƇƉƈ
take too long to run, it’s a sign that the amount
of data the business has amassed has grown too
large for a patchwork of applications to report
on it.
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• It is impossible to get a comprehensive view
across all business units. As businesses scale over
ƉžƂźƉŽźƎƊƈƊŶƁƁƎŽŶƋźƄƃźƈźƉƄŻƭƃŶƃŸžŶƁƈžƃŶ
ƈƉŶƃŹŶƁƄƃźƁźŹżźƇƈƎƈƉźƂƌŽžƁźƭƃŶƃŸžŶƁŹŶƉŶŻƄƇ
newer geographic locations or divisions ends up
žƃƄƉŽźƇžƃƈƉŶƁƁŶƉžƄƃƈƄƇƭƃŶƃŸžŶƁƅƇƄŹƊŸƉƈŨƄƋžƃż
data between systems is usually manual and can
result in errors. Additionally, management teams
lack insight into how the business is performing
on a holistic level.

*ŲźŽŶƋźŶƂƊŸŽŷźƱźƇ
understanding of our budgeting
process and nuts-and-bolts
accounting. NetSuite gives us a
sustainable platform to move
forward and grow.”
'UHZ:LOOLDPV&223RLQW

0DQXDOSURFHVVHVDUHXVHGWRHQWHULQJDQG
UHFRQFLOLQJGDWDDFURVVV\VWHPV
In today’s “need it now” networked world, it is
frustrating for suppliers, customers and business
managers to wait for answers while information
is manually transferred between systems.
Incompatibilities between systems and imperfect
integration have left employees copying data
between systems. These symptoms are a sign that
it may be time for your business to transition to a
next ready single platform cloud solution
ƁžƀźũźƉŮƊžƉź
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• Sales orders, order entry and invoicing are
paper-based. Your employees may spend hours
every week manually entering order information
into the invoicing system, while someone else
copies invoice details into a sales compensation
spreadsheet. Data entry errors lead to invoice
queries that must be resolved, and month-end
crises are on the rise.
• Bad customer information results in unhappy
customers. When some customer information
resides in sales spreadsheets, while some is
ƈƉƄƇźŹžƃƈƉŶƃŹŶƁƄƃźƭƃŶƃŸžŶƁƈƎƈƉźƂƈŶƃŹƄƉŽźƇ
applications, there is no way to know which data
is most current, accurate and reliable. Bills may be
sent to the wrong customer address or contact
information may be out-of-date.
• Approval processes are slow and disjointed.
When people have to pass paperwork around
or match it up to information stored in separate
software applications, simple processes like
expense claim approvals or routine contract
ƈžżƃŶƉƊƇźƈŸŶƃƉŶƀźŹŶƎƈƄƇƌźźƀƈƉƄƭƃŶƁžƏź
• Financial consolidation takes ages. Cross-posting
transactional data between systems is timeŸƄƃƈƊƂžƃżŶƃŹƉŽźƭƃŶƃŸźƉźŶƂƌƄƇƀƈƁŶƉź
źƋźƇƎƂƄƃƉŽƉƄŸƄƃƈƄƁžŹŶƉźƭƃŶƃŸžŶƁƇźƅƄƇƉƈ
Yet as hard as they work, managers are still
unhappy because their weekly and monthly
reports are delayed.
• Sales forecasting and budgeting processes rely
on guesswork, rather than factsŮžƃŸźžƉžƈŹžƯŸƊƁƉ
to get historic information in the right format in
a timely manner to do trend analysis, employees
ƅƊƉƭżƊƇźƈžƃƈƅƇźŶŹƈŽźźƉƈŷŶƈźŹƄƃżƊźƈƈƌƄƇƀ
Even though the actual data exists somewhere,
žƉ(ƈƉƄƄŽŶƇŹƉƄƭƃŹŶƃŹźƍƉƇŶŸƉ
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6DOHVDUHORVWEHFDXVHHPSOR\HHVFDQ¶WJHW
LQIRUPDWLRQWRZKHUHLWLVQHHGHG
IDVWHQRXJK

Ecommerce has set the standard for customers
these days. They expect to see real-time stock
ƁźƋźƁƈŸƄƃƭƇƂŹźƁžƋźƇƎƈŸŽźŹƊƁźƈŶƉƉŽźƈŶƂźƉžƂź
they place their order, and call customer service
minutes after placing an order to add an extra line
item. But this level of real-time responsiveness
is impossible with limited or multiple systems.
Businesses can’t expect to creak along, while others
ƮƎŶƉƄƃ/ŹźƂŶƃŹƈƅźźŹ
Here are some warning signs that reliance on
ƂƊƁƉžƅƁźƈƎƈƉźƂƈƂŶƎŷźŸƄƈƉžƃżƎƄƊƈŶƁźƈ
• Customer service fails because agents don’t have
up-to-date information. When customers call to
place orders or check order status, it is frustrating
to be kept on hold or called back with an answer.
This often happens when information has to be
retrieved from someone in another department
ƄƇƁƄŸŶƉžƄƃŞƊƈƉƄƂźƇƈƂŶƎƃƄƉƭƁźŹžƇźŸƉ
ŸƄƂƅƁŶžƃƉƈŷƊƉŸŽƊƇƃŶƃŹŶŷŶƃŹƄƃƂźƃƉƭżƊƇźƈ
ƇžƈźŶƈŸƊƈƉƄƂźƇƈƭƃŹƄƉŽźƇƋźƃŹƄƇƈƉŽŶƉŹƄƃ(Ɖ
waste their time.
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• Stock levels are never where customers want
them. Common symptoms are running out of
stock at some outlets, while the same SKU sits on
shelves elsewhere. It is impossible to pre-empt
outages because it takes too long to update and
consolidate point-of-sales data. In addition, realtime access to trend analysis by SKU and outlet
isn’t available.
• Customers and vendors don’t have access to selfservice information on your website. Customers
have asked for the ability to look up stock, place
orders and check status on the web, but you
can’t justify the required investment of time and
money. In addition, your current business system
wasn’t designed to operate 24x7 and it’s not clear
it could be kept secure against online threats.
• Customer information can’t be easily collected
ƄƇƭƁƉźƇźŹŻƄƇƈŶƁźƈŸŶƂƅŶžżƃƈ Even though
the company is sending out regular email
campaigns, the sales team has no information
about responses when they call prospects and
conversion rates are low. Unsold inventory is a
problem because there just isn’t time to
organize a sales push or mailshot to clear the
excess products.
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0RUHDFFRXQWLQJLVGRQHRXWVLGHRIWKH
¿QDQFLDOV\VWHPWKDQLQLW

ŮƉŶƃŹŶƁƄƃźƭƃŶƃŸžŶƁƈƎƈƉźƂƈŶƇźŹźƈžżƃźŹƉƄ
automate a limited set of core accounting functions.
As a result, it limits how companies can run their
operations. As businesses scale, companies must
ŶŹŶƅƉƉŽźžƇƅƇƄŸźƈƈźƈƉƄƭƉƉŽźŶƅƅƁžŸŶƉžƄƃƇŶƉŽźƇ
than having a system that is scalable and will
accommodate expansion. It is easy to run out of
headroom when companies have more customers,
vendors or inventory items than many standalone
ƭƃŶƃŸžŶƁƈƎƈƉźƂƈŸŶƃƅƇŶŸƉžŸŶƁƁƎŽŶƃŹƁź
The key to business development and success is
greater transaction volumes and speed, but it’s
ŽŶƇŹŻƄƇƂŶƃƎƭƃŶƃŸžŶƁƈƎƈƉźƂƈƉƄŽŶƃŹƁźƉŽžƈƀžƃŹ
of pressure. Full audit trails, rich business planning
and reporting or automated processes mean
having to add systems and constantly engineer
ƈŽƄƇƉ/ƉźƇƂƆƊžŸƀƭƍźƈŮƉŶƃŹŶƁƄƃźƭƃŶƃŸžŶƁ
ƈƎƈƉźƂƈƈžƂƅƁƎŸŶƃ(ƉŽŶƃŹƁźƈƉƇƄƃżźƇƭƃŶƃŸžŶƁ
ŸƄƃƉƇƄƁƈŷźƱźƇŮŦŰƂŶƃŶżźƂźƃƉƄƇƈƊƅƅƄƇƉ
ŻƄƇƂƄƇźŸƄƂƅƁźƍƭƃŶƃŸžŶƁƅƇƄŸźƈƈźƈƈƊŸŽŶƈ
recurring billing and invoicing.
Here are some signals that an organization has
ƇźŶŸŽźŹžƉƈƭƃŶƃŸžŶƁƈƎƈƉźƂ(ƈƁžƂžƉƈ
• šžƃŶƃŸźƈƉŶƬƂźƂŷźƇƈƂƊƈƉƊƈźƈźƋźƇŶƁŹžƬźƇźƃƉ
applications to do their jobs.ŜƈƉŽźƭƇƂ(ƈƭƃŶƃŸź
needs have become more complex, the gaps
ŽŶƋźŷźźƃƭƁƁźŹƌžƉŽƄƉŽźƇƈƄŻƉƌŶƇźƅŶŸƀŶżźƈ1
Excel spreadsheets or home-grown applications.
ŲŽźƃƉŽźƭƃŶƃŸźƈƉŶƬƃźźŹƈƉƄƅŶƎŶƱźƃƉžƄƃƉƄ
ŶƈƂŶƃƎŶƈŽŶƁŻŶŹƄƏźƃŹžƬźƇźƃƉŶƅƅƁžŸŶƉžƄƃƈ
a risk environment proliferates and requires
ŸƄƃƈƉŶƃƉƁƄƄƀƄƊƉŻƄƇźƇƇƄƇƈ1źƈƅźŸžŶƁƁƎƌŽźƃ
relying on custom-built spreadsheets
and software.
• ŤƉžƈƉƄƄŹžƯŸƊƁƉƉƄŶŹŹƃźƌƈŶƁźƈŸŽŶƃƃźƁƈ
product lines or locations. Every time there is a
ŸŽŶƃżźžƃƉŽźŷƊƈžƃźƈƈƈƉŶƬƂƊƈƉƌƄƇƀƄƋźƇƉžƂź
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ƉƄƭżƊƇźƄƊƉƌƄƇƀŶƇƄƊƃŹƈƉƄŶŸŸƄƂƂƄŹŶƉźžƉ
ŮƉŶƃŹŶƁƄƃźƭƃŶƃŸžŶƁƈƎƈƉźƂƈŹƄƃƄƉŽŶƋźŷƊžƁƉ/
in support for everyday functions like making
simple changes across matrix SKUs, adding new
sales tax rates or handing bills of materials, kits
and assemblies for manufacturing inventory.
Processes that cry out for automation have to be
done manually or from spreadsheets.
• It is impossible to adapt quickly enough to
changing business conditions. Many companies
want to upgrade operations and react to
market opportunities and competitive threats.
Unfortunately, a lack of advanced and specialized
functions holds them back. Specialized or
žƃŹƊƈƉƇƎ/ƈƅźŸžƭŸƇźƆƊžƇźƂźƃƉƈƁžƀźŸƄƃƉƇŶŸƉƈ
and prepayments, manufacturing inventory, or
warehouse distribution can only be handled in
ƈƉŶƃŹŶƁƄƃźźƍƉźƇƃŶƁƅŶŸƀŶżźƈƉŽŶƉŽŶƋźƁžƱƁźƄƇ
ƃƄžƃƉźżƇŶƉžƄƃŷŶŸƀƉƄƎƄƊƇƭƃŶƃŸžŶƁƈƎƈƉźƂ

7KHEXVLQHVVVSHQGVWRRPXFKWLPH
ZRUU\LQJDERXWWHFKQRORJ\LQVWHDGRI
IRFXVLQJRQEXVLQHVVUHVXOWV

Every time a company adds a new layer of
business software, the underlying systems
infrastructure becomes more complicated and
žƃƮźƍžŷƁźŠŶƇƁžźƇžƃƋźƈƉƂźƃƉƈžƃŽŶƇŹƌŶƇźŶƃŹ
software are costly to maintain and fail to keep pace
with technological innovation.
NetSuite is an always-current, cloud-based
ŷƊƈžƃźƈƈƈƄƁƊƉžƄƃ1ƉŽźƃźƌźƇƎƄƊƃżźƇƂƄŹźƁƄŻ
business management systems. NetSuite’s native
ƮźƍžŷžƁžƉƎŶƃŹŶżžƁžƉƎžƈŶƁƁ/źƃŸƄƂƅŶƈƈžƃżŶƃŹƉŽź
overhead of maintaining an underlying technology
layer is non-existent. NetSuite is designed to stay
up-to-date with the state of the art in business
automation, giving companies the tools needed
to stay ahead of the competition and to seize new
opportunities as they progress.
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CHAPTER 2

When is it Time to Consider
Cloud Financial Management?
Here are a few signs that indicate that a business
is ready to switch to a cloud-based system
ƁžƀźũźƉŮƊžƉź
• System upgrades and improvements are pushed
to the back burner, due to the associated cost and
disruption. Many companies’ current business
systems fall short of what they need to advance.
However, because upgrading to newer versions
or adding new users is disruptive and expensive,
companies downplay its value. Furthermore,
many businesses lack the adequate resources to
implement and manage new, required technology
and ultimately prevent their employees and
customers from accessing required and desired
business information.
• Backups, server failures, malware and data
security are constant worries. It is a major
ŷƊƈžƃźƈƈƇžƈƀƌŽźƃƭƃŶƃŸžŶƁŹŶƉŶžƈŸƄƃŸźƃƉƇŶƉźŹ
in a single standalone system, while ancillary
žƃŻƄƇƂŶƉžƄƃžƈƈŸŶƱźƇźŹŶƇƄƊƃŹžƃƄƉŽźƇƈƄŻƉƌŶƇź
systems and spreadsheets. Business continuity
would be disrupted if one of the machines
ƈƊƬźƇźŹŶƈźƇžƄƊƈŻŶžƁƊƇźƄƇžŻƉŽźƇźƌŶƈŶƭƇźƄƇ
natural disaster. The company is overly reliant on
fallible backup routines. Other major concerns
ŶƇźƂŶƁƌŶƇźŶƱŶŸƀƈŶƃŹŹŶƉŶƉŽźŻƉŜƈƄŷźƇžƃż
ƆƊźƈƉžƄƃƁžƃżźƇƈŽƄƌƆƊžŸƀƁƎŸƄƊƁŹƎƄƊƇŷƊƈžƃźƈƈ
recover if a server went down and the company
had to revert to a backup?
• A major deterrent to investing in new technology
is the time required to see a return on investment.
Funding new applications or technology
ƊƅżƇŶŹźƈƇźƆƊžƇźƈžżƃžƭŸŶƃƉƌƄƇƀžƃżŸŶƅžƉŶƁŶƃŹ
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it can be months before the organization sees a
return. Even then, there is no guarantee that the
new technology will deliver the expected results.
When this is the situation, it often feels safer to
just muddle along with existing systems and
processes, even if everyone recognizes that they
are holding the organization back.
NetSuite recognizes this and applies deep industry
ƈƊŷſźŸƉƂŶƱźƇźƍƅźƇƉžƈźƉƄŽźƁƅƄƇżŶƃžƏŶƉžƄƃƈ
ŹźƭƃźƊƃŹźƇƈƉŶƃŹŶƃŹŶƇƉžŸƊƁŶƉźƉŽźŷƊƈžƃźƈƈ
value of the NetSuite solution. To learn more about
ƉŽžƈƅƇź/ƈŶƁźƈƄƬźƇžƃżŸŽźŸƀƄƊƉƉŽźNetSuite
Value Assessment data sheet.

*ũźƉŮƊžƉź(ƈƊƃžƭźŹƅƁŶƉŻƄƇƂƈźƇƋźƈ
as our single record of the truth
and has helped us to deliver a
highly personalized customer
experience to our customers.
Being able to connect all customer,
ƄƇŹźƇžƃƋźƃƉƄƇƎŶƃŹƭƃŶƃŸžŶƁ
information has given us a more
holistic view of the business down
to the smallest details. This level of
visibility was just not possible with
our previous systems.”
&ROLQ+XQWHU&(2DQG&RIRXQGHU$OWRQ/DQH
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CHAPTER 3

Best Practices for
Embracing the Cloud

As small businesses scale, it is clear that alternatives
to “the hairball” are needed, but the path forward
žƈƃ(ƉŶƁƌŶƎƈƌźƁƁ/ŹźƭƃźŹţźƇźŶƇźƈźƋźƇŶƁŷźƈƉ
ƅƇŶŸƉžŸźƈƉŽŶƉŸŶƃƈƂƄƄƉŽƉŽźƅŶƉŽƉƄƉŽźŸƁƄƊŹ

repository. A suite solution enables companies
to start with the basics and add functionality
over time, or immediately if the market dictates
žƉ1ŻƄƇźƍŶƂƅƁźƃźƌƇźƋźƃƊźƂŶƃŶżźƂźƃƉ
requirements, recurring billing, etc.

• Reduce the burden on limited IT resources.
Companies typically have limited IT resources.
Cloud solutions eliminate the need to maintain
on-premises hardware and software. The cloud
also enables mobility, since workers can access
the application anytime, anywhere and from
any device. Cloud solutions are also highly
scalable, allowing companies to advance without
needing to invest capital in technology or add
additional resources.

• Take time to understand the business needs
and key business requirements. Before selecting
a cloud solution, be sure the organization
understands its business and key business
processes. Companies often believe they
are saving money by not spending the time
needed to understand and capture the business
requirements. Unfortunately, this can lead to
selecting the wrong solution.

• Consider a suite. Rather than perpetuating
the “applications hairball”, many companies
decide to adopt an integrated product suite.
A single cloud-based platform eliminates the
ƃźźŹƉƄƅžźŸźƉƄżźƉŽźƇŹžƬźƇźƃƉƈƄƁƊƉžƄƃƈŜƃ
integrated suite makes managing data much
easier. Dual data entry is eliminated, since all
information is stored in a single, centralized data

• Hire a partner to help with data migration.
Regardless of what platform a company adopts,
žƉŸŶƃŷźŽźƁƅŻƊƁƉƄƭƃŹŶƈƊžƉŶŷƁźƅŶƇƉƃźƇƌŽƄ
can help migrate data and perform checks
and balances before the system goes live. This
approach will ensure that the transition to a new
system is consistent with business processes
and objectives.
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Conclusion

If your enterprise is experiencing any of the pains
ŹžƈŸƊƈƈźŹƌŽźƇźŶƈƉŶƃŹŶƁƄƃźƭƃŶƃŸžŶƁŶƅƅƁžŸŶƉžƄƃ
may be limiting your business development, it may
be time to consider the cloud-based products and
ƈźƇƋžŸźƈƉŽŶƉũźƉŮƊžƉźƄƬźƇƈŨƄƋžƃżƎƄƊƇŸƄƂƅŶƃƎ
ƉƄũźƉŮƊžƉźŶƁƁƄƌƈŻƄƇƂƄƇźźƯŸžźƃƉŶƃŹźƬźŸƉžƋź
ŷƊƈžƃźƈƈƄƅźƇŶƉžƄƃƈ1źƈƈźƃƉžŶƁŻƄƇŹźƋźƁƄƅžƃżŶƃ
organization and enabling employees to react to
client and organizational needs in real-time.
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To learn more about NetSuite’s product and
ƈźƇƋžŸźƈƄƬźƇžƃżƈƋžƈžƉ
www.netsuite.com/portal/products.shtml.
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